Villa Fokosso
Region: Mykonos Sleeps: 26

Overview
Villa Fokosso is a beautiful, contemporary villa that uses natural light and
spacious rooms that invite you into a bright space and welcomes you to stay!
The interior and the exterior are simple, presenting a typical Greek
architecture throughout, enhancing the beauty surrounding the villa. Villa
Fokosso is on the beachfront at Fokos, meaning it benefits from the views of
the sea and beach all day, and they are wonderful!
Villa Fokosso is split into two properties: both are similar in design as they
invite you to relax in a light and comfortable space. The beauty of this is that
you can separate into different families, generations, and groups if you desire
time apart, as each property is independent of the other. Each property has a
living area with comfortable sofas that you can sink into. The villa has a
television in each room, offering entertainment for you and your guests. The
kitchen and dining room are similar in both properties, as they are large and
bright spaces with white fittings, stainless-steel appliances and plenty of
workspace, ensuring a pleasurable and easy experience.
The bedrooms are a mixture of doubles, kings and a couple of staff rooms,
one twin, one double. They are all welcoming and generous in size, with
comfortable beds that give you a great place to rest. There are four master
king bedrooms, and then the rest are double rooms, with several of them
having en-suite bathrooms. The bedrooms are all equipped with airconditioning to help you combat those hot nights that may be unusual for you.
Moreover, they each have a television for additional entertainment.
The property has a private swimming pool and an outdoor jacuzzi ready for
you to use, relax, and splash in! Great opportunity to have fun with spectacular
views acting as your backdrop. There are sun loungers for you to relax in to
top up on your tan and other outdoor seating areas. The villa has a BBQ
available so that you can enjoy the ultimate summer food while dining
poolside. If you're hoping to host a special celebration, then the villa has a
chapel, perfect for fairytale wedding photos!
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Facilities
Wow Factor • Instagrammable • Modern • Wellness • Private Pool •
Beach Nearby • Ideal for Kids • Ideal for Teens • Wi-Fi/Internet • Air-Con
• Pets Welcome • Hot Tub • Walk to Beach • Walk to Restaurant • <1hr
to Airport • BBQ • Hairdryer • All Bedrooms En-Suite • Satellite TV • DVD
• Beachfront • Waterfront • Watersports • Walking/Hiking Paths •
Outstanding Landscapes • Outdoor Pursuit & Activities • Tourist Towns &
Villages • Historical Sites • Scuba Diving • Boat Trips • Chapel on Site
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa
Villa Fokosso is wonderful combination of two beachside properties. The villa
can accommodate up to 30 people.
Interior
- Two large living areas for entertaining
- Two large kitchens
- Two dining area
- Four King bedrooms with ensuite
- Seven double bedrooms with ensuite bathrooms
- Double 'staff' bedroom, en-suite bathroom
- Indoor church for private ceremonies
Exterior
- Two private pools
- Comfortable sunbeds
- Two barbecues
- 2 large, shaded outdoor eating areas
- Jacuzzi
- Direct path to the beach
Additional Facilities
- Air-conditioning in all the bedrooms
- Hair dryers
- Toiletries
- Two dishwashers
- Two washing machines
- Two dryers
- Wi-fi
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Location & Local Information
Mykonos is an island in the Cyclades group, it is a great location for those
looking for nightlife and a party, but Villa Fokosso is the other side of the island
to the nightlife. This is approx 12 km from Mykonos Town. Nearby Fokos
Beach is unknown to many and has course sand. The re is a Taverna on the
beach. Throughout the island you’ll find a great variety of beaches that offer
family friendly and quiet locations, as well as ones that have water sports and
cocktail bars as an example.
The villa is 5km from Ano Mera, a more tradtional villas, which has
supermarets, a spectacular bakery and a lovely square with a handful of
tavernas. The atmosphere of an evening is busy yet relaxed.
Paradise and Super Paradise are two of the most popular spots for a lively
nightlife, these locations really come to life! There are cocktail bars, clubs and
great food locations so you can experience that nightlife you were after. For
those who want a quieter holiday, you can head to Elia and Ornos which have
beautiful hidden coves and calm beaches. You should make a trip to Mykonos
Town during your stay, it's very picturesque.
If you are after a beach holiday, then Mykonos has a great collection of
beaches to explore. Additionally, there are a few museums on Mykonos, so
you can get a history lesson with real-life artefacts and locations! It is great for
those who would love to know more about where they are staying, or just have
a great interest in Greece!

Local Amenities
Nearest Airport

Mykonos International Airport
(13 km)

Nearest Village

Ano Mera
(5 km)

Nearest Town/City

Mikonos
(12.5 km)

Nearest Restaurant

Fokos
(200 m)

Nearest Beach

Fokos Beach
(200 m)

Nearest Supermarket

Flora Super Markets
(5.5 km)
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What Oliver loves…

What you should know…

Fokos is a stunning area, a true hidden gem of Mykonos. It’s quiet, wild and
remote. You can enjoy a sandy beach without all the crowds and parties, as
well as the clear and calm water

We recommend hiring a car so that you can explore and travel at your own ease, the property does have parking available for
you

Enjoy the heart melting sunset with a glass of wine.

The two staff bedrooms, as a slightly lesser standard than other bedrooms but both have an en-suite bathroom.

The accommodation is shared across two villas, so worth considering when sleeping parents and little ones.

The property is kitted out with air conditioning to help you combat the heat
when you are trying to sleep or just need a break from the heat!
Our local representative can book boat trips, chefs and much more. So not to
be disappointed best to check availability with our team at
concierge@oliverstravels.com
There is a romantic little chapel in the grounds of the house
There is a concierge service in resort to book restaurant, taxis and any other
services you require. Obviously these are all charged as extra
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: £4000 paid upon arrival
- Arrival time: 3 pm
- Departure time: 11 am
- Energy costs included?: Included in the rental price
- Linen & towels included?: Included in the rental price
- Pets welcome?: Pets are allowed
- End of stay cleaning included?: Included in rental price
- Smoking Allowed?: No smoking inside the villa
- Insurance: It is recommended that all guests take out insurance to cover against potential cancellation and any accidental damage caused during your stay at the property
- Minimum stay: 5 days
- Tax: Included in the rental price
- Internet access?: The property has complimentary Wifi connection. It is good to note that the speed is dependent on local provider and technical issues may cause reduced speed or cut of service
- Other Ts and Cs: Baby cot and high chair are available upon request
- Other 2: Please not this is the combination of two neighbouring villas. They are not connected to each other, however they share the same private path to the beach.
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